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Prologue:
President Log, April 21, 2010: Today disaster spread across Earth as a huge meteor crashed into the
Atlantic Ocean. Luckily, that is all that it did land. I'm not going to report this until I have more
information. End Log.

President Log, April 22, 2010: Scientists' have found two strange suits of some kind on the surface of the
water where the meteor crashed. I still don't have enough information to tell the world about what
happened. I've already heard some rumors that Earth will soon be destroyed. I don't believe them for
one second, but it's something to take into account. I think I'll rest on it. End Log.

President Log, April 30, 2010: I have been in meeting after meeting about that !@#$ meteor. Strange
thing is, is that during the third meeting, I could've sworn that it got dark. Of course, it is probably my
imagination. Those meetings can always make you see things. I just need some R&R from all this. End
Log.

President Log, May 10, 2010: Oh my... the rumors have to be true. Our scientists have discovered that a
second atmosphere has come into our world, and every so often the world gets dark. I feel as if the
planet Earth may be in grave danger. End Log.

President Log, May 11, 2010: Our scientists have found a way to maybe save Earth from total
destruction. They propose that two very, very special people can wear the suits and defend the planet.
But the possibility of finding the two people are very slim. I hope we find them soon or the world will be
no more. End Log.

President Log, June 20, 2010: I have good news and bad news to report in this log. The good news is
that we have found the two people who fit the suits perfectly AND know what may be going on. There
will be a meeting tomorrow to discuss this. The bad news is that strange black energy have been seen
floating about and disappearing. No casualties have been reported but... wait a minute... who's there...
huh.. AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!. Log Transmission cut.
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Chapter A
The War Begins

``The meeting will start after the President get here'' said somebody in the room. I didn't care what he
said. John and me are now Bounty Hunters, but like any other people in the room cared. We knew more
about the suits we had on then the scientists in the room knew. The suit was called a ``Transform suit''
equipped with a Choose beam, Wish visor, Random Missiles, Miracle Grapple, and more. Each one of
our suit were unique also. My suit was a ``Space Time Continuum'' suit and John's was the ``Phazon
Destructo'' suit. All we would have to do is wait until the president arrived to get our first mission. I know
for a fact that John was as excited as me. Suddenly the door burst open and I turned around to see if it
was the president, and it was, but not in a good way. He was black from head to toe, with the exception
of the blood-colored eyes. John and I knew it for a fact that the president was possessed by an Ing. He
was holding a shotgun and when he loaded it in the room, a man walk up to him and said ``Who in the
world are you?'' but before John or me could warn him, the Ing president had shot and killed him, and he
loaded again and fired at me. Of course with the advanced suit, the bullets ricocheted off of me. I had no
other choice but to shoot at the president before he shot anyone else, but unfortunately, we couldn't
work our suit's because we never actually been inside of this suit before. We decided to take him on
physically. I was the closest, so I took the initiative. I used my arm cannon to take out the Ing president,
and I knock him out. The Ing within came out and exploded. After it did, a program appeared and
possessed John and I. We were suddenly fused with the knowledge of the use of the suit and we were
anxious to use them.
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Chapter AA
Practice

The next day, the president recovered from the Ing attack and told us to immediately start training. The
scientists gave John and me individual assignments and we completed them with flying colors
(ooooooooooooooo, flying colors). Then we got our first assignment, which was to take out a group
called The Killhoard gang, they had guns up the wazoo, but, after the shotgun blast I took, they knew
that we wouldn't get killed. One of the scientists was, on the other hand, concerned, so he gave us each
an Energy Tank, and our scanners started to read something.

Energy Tank acquired...
Increasing energy by 100...
Energy now at 199...

Then a short time later a jet arrived and took us to New York, our first mission was about to start,
and I couldn't wait.
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Chapter AAA
The Killhoard Gang

After 3 hours of riding in the jet, we finally reached New York. We went on duty with no hesitation at all.
Only after a few minutes after leaving the airport, we saw the Killhoard Gang surrounding a bunch of
people. We could hear them from where we stood. Demands like ``Put the money in the bag and no one
gets hurt'' and ``All the valuables in this bag'' and one other saying ``Everything that's valuable, don't
sneak out on us!''. We ran over and I shot one in the arm with the Ice beam, and his arm froze like an
icicle. John moved all the defenseless people out and shot the baddys with the Liquid Nitrogen beam.
They were perfect statues, but the guy with his arm frozen to the ground wasn't. I said ``Tell me were
your boss is, and we won't kill you''. He said ``No I'll never talk!''. I signaled John to select a beam and
shoot him unless he changed his mind in the next ten seconds. John chose the Phazon beam, but that is
when disaster struck.
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Chapter AE
Metroid Prime

Suddenly, there was a shattering of glass everywhere and, out of it all, stood Metroid Prime in Dark
Samus form. He looked down at the Killhoard Gang member, brought up his gun, and shot him with an
unknown beam and killed him. Then, he looked at us, and then jumped away, shooting everything in his
path. We were about to chase after him when two Ing showed up. John and I both shot them with the
Light Beam, except that I used True Light Beam, but it got the job done. I scanned the Killhoard Gang
member and got readings of Phazonic substances within his body. I should have guessed. We chase
down Phazonic readings and reports to trace Metroid Prime to an abandoned chemical factory. John
scanned the building and brought up the sad report that dangerous chemicals were left behind in the
factory. He also said that most of the chemicals combined together would create Phazon. This was bad,
very bad. If Metroid Prime got his hands on more Phazon, the world may be in trouble.
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Chapter E
Dark Earth

We rushed into the factory to see Metroid Prime swirling different chemicals together in a huge vat. He
looked at us and quickly shot his beam at us, and John and I were going in circles round and round, until
we landed back into the factory, but not the same factory. This factory was much, much darker,
indicating that Metroid Prime shot us here... and we really are a threat to him. John said, ``So this is
Dark Earth. Luckily our suits are immune to the atmosphere.''
Just then, an Ing came up from nowhere and swiped at me, knock me and my helmet to the ground.
John quickly destroyed the Ing and went over to me and put my helmet back on swiftly.
I got up and took my helmet off again and said to John, ``The atmosphere in Dark Earth isn't that bad
yet. The air is musty, but you could survive with your helmet off for a long while until Dark Earth has
been here longer.''
I put my helmet back on, scanned the atmosphere, and said, ``Yep, my scanners read that the
atmosphere here is only 10% complete. It also says that When the atmosphere get to about 51%
complete, that's when things get deadly, but I guess for now we're good.'' We started searching for a
way out. John thought of shooting a wall and creating a portal. He attempted it, but failed. I brought up a
map of the current area and saw something strange. I said, ``I'm getting strong energy readings from the
far back of the factory. We should check it out''.
We both headed toward the back of the factory to see the production of a Dark Metroid army. Run by a
strange creature. I scanned it and found it was the Dark Metroid Queen. We had to act fast because she
was she was using the strange energy source as reproduction and that energy was a Chaos Emerald!
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